
Sensitivity: Internal & Restricted

Wipro’s Condition Based Monitoring solution is an end-to-end, asset agnostic, highly customizable, and 
scalable solution built to provide 24/7 asset visibility to ensure optimal asset utilization, better 
operational insights and increase in overall efficiency. The solution leverages IoT and cloud 
technologies to provide real time insights on different assets types through a single interface. The 
solution could be leveraged to monitor multiple parameters like location, temperature, vibration, 
voltage, current, rpm, liquid level, environmental parameters, etc. using suitable sensors.

Increased Asset Utilization
Real-time location and status visibility 
across different sites increases asset 
utilization and availability.

Higher Productivity
Timely alerts and notifications help avoid 
machine downtime and improve 
productivity.

Better Operational Insights
Ability to monitor multiple assets 
involved in the overall operation 
provides better operational insights and 
efficiency.

Benefits
.

Ageing machines and lack of operational visibility can lead to unscheduled down time and loss of 
productivity in many industries. 

Asset Utilization and Availability: Lack of asset visibility leading to underutilization and increased OPEX.
Operational Overview: No insight on overall operations, leading to silos of operation and inefficiencies.
Asset Health and Status: Updates on asset condition are unavailable causing shutdowns and 
productivity loss.
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Features

Wipro and AWS
Wipro is an innovation-led Cloud partner of AWS, helping enterprises in their digital journey. Wipro is a 
Premier Consulting Partner of AWS. We help their business transformation journey across the entire cloud 
lifecycle. Whether through strategizing, migrating, innovating, or operating, Wipro enables customers to make 
the most of AWS industry-leading technology platforms and services. Our proven track record of successful 
AWS migrations, deep expertise in AWS, and outstanding execution approach helps accelerate customer’s 
AWS journey. Wipro’s unique Business First strategy, supported by strong industry domain solutions in 
partnership with AWS, positions us uniquely to help the enterprises of tomorrow to drive customer 
experience, business acceleration and connected insights. Leveraging AWS IoT capabilities Wipro has been 
able to provide a device agnostic asset condition monitoring solution which could be used to monitor 
different types of assets. AWS IoT provides a highly scalable, secure and enterprise ready platform which 
works as the backbone of the solution collecting operational parameters through different sensors.

Get started with Wipro and AWS
https://www.wipro.com/en-IN/cloud/awspractice/

To power your cloud journey with Wipro and AWS, write to aws.practice@wipro.com
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Real Time Monitoring
Solution provides real-time data and insights, enabling human operators to 
remotely monitor and take prompt actions to avoid down time. Real-time health 
parameters are collected from machines using relevant sensors and data is 
streamed through gateway to the AWS IoT to monitor the machines in real-time.

Asset Agnostic 
The highly customizable solution can connect with different types of assets 
using different industry protocols. 
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Wipro’s Industrial & Engineering Services (IES) is the driver of Engineering Services portfolio of offerings and 
facilitates 500+ clients across multiple industries / verticals globally with a platform to innovate and engineer 
the products, platforms and technologies at scale. We term this platform of service offerings as “Engineering 
NXT”, with 400+ patents, Engineering NXT continues to deliver services by leveraging IP’s/Frameworks, 
Engineering processes and unique Global Delivery execution models across the technology stack covering 
connectivity (Wireless technologies), Cloud and Data Platforms, Systems Design, VLSI, Next Gen Software 
Development and Testing Processes and Industrial Automation (IoT, Industry 4.0).

Why Wipro?
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